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Abstract: 130-W average-power picosecond green laser pulses at 514.5 nm are generated from a frequency-doubled hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser. A second-harmonic conversion efficiency of 54% is achieved with a 15-mm-long noncritically phase-matched lithium triborate (LBO) crystal from a 240-W 8-ps 78-MHz pulse train at 1029 nm. The high-average-power hybrid laser system consists of a picosecond fiber chirped-pulse amplification seed source and a cryogenically-cooled double-pass Yb:YAG amplifier. The $M^2$ value of 2.7, measured at 77 W of second-harmonic power, demonstrates a good focusing quality. A thermal analysis shows that the longitudinal temperature gradient can be the main limiting factor in the second-harmonic efficiency. To our best knowledge, this is the highest-average-power green laser source generating picosecond pulses.
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1. Introduction

High-average-power pulsed green lasers have been widely used for both scientific and industrial applications, such as pumping near-infrared (near-IR) ultrashort high-power lasers, laser machining, and laser material processing. Intra-cavity frequency-doubled Q-switched nanosecond Nd-doped lasers have been one of the most popular green lasers and average power levels of >300 W have been demonstrated with this technology [1]. This type of green laser has been the main workhorse for ultrashort pulse high-power laser technology, as a pump source for femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser amplifiers at various repetition rates [2–4], as well as its direct use in industrial laser-machining technology, such as marking, welding, and cleaning. However, they are in general not ideal sources for some advanced applications, such as precise micro-machining or material processing and pumping of optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifiers (OPCPAs), because of the multi-mode beam profile with large M² values (>10) [5] and relatively long pulse durations. The M² values can be significantly decreased by using external-cavity second harmonic generation (SHG) of a high-quality high-power 1-μm laser source although the complexity of the laser source may be increased. Recently, a high-beam-quality nanosecond green laser with an average power of 103 W was demonstrated from an external-cavity frequency-doubled Nd:YVO₄ master oscillator-power amplifier (MOPA) system [6].

On the other hand, high-power high-beam-quality (low-M²) picosecond green lasers are suitable not only for a thermal-effect-free material processing, where thermal effects are minimized at <15 ps duration [7], but also for pumping near-IR OPCPAs usually seeded by 800-nm ultrabroadband Ti:sapphire lasers. Picosecond (or sub-picosecond) laser pulses have a great advantage over femtosecond laser pulses (typically with <100 fs durations) in efficient nonlinear frequency conversion because of the narrow spectral bandwidth and negligible group-velocity mismatch (GVM). Thus, picosecond green and ultraviolet light can be efficiently generated from picosecond IR beams for the applications mentioned above. Dupriez et al. [8] demonstrated 80 W of average power using SHG of 20-ps 1060-nm pulses from a fiber MOPA system. More recently, 87 W of green light was generated from a 33-ps Nd:YVO₄ MOPA system with a conversion efficiency as high as 80% [9]. The generation of >20 W of average power was also reported using a frequency-doubled 26.5-ps Nd:YVO₄ and Nd:YAG MOPA system [10]. All the results in Refs [6,8–10], showed excellent beam quality with M² values ranging from 1.2 to 2.5. Therefore, frequency-doubled picosecond IR MOPA systems can provide high-beam-quality high-average-power picosecond green pulses at the expense of a slightly more complex laser system.

In this paper, we report on the generation of 130 W green picosecond laser pulses at 514.5 nm from a frequency-doubled hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser. A SHG efficiency of 54% was achieved with a 240-W 8-ps IR pulse train in a 15-mm-long LBO crystal, which is noncritically phase matched at around 195.5 °C. A measured mean M² value of 2.7 (3.6 and 1.8 for each axis) at 77 W of SH power reveals a good focusing quality of the beam. In the following sections, we will describe the configuration of our laser system, the phase matching property of the LBO crystal, and the experimental results achieved, along with discussions.
2. Picosecond hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser system

The cryogenic Yb:YAG technology [11] is a promising approach for efficient average-power and peak-power scaling because of the low quantum defect (9%) of Yb:YAG, the availability of high-power diode pump lasers at 940 nm, the low saturation fluence and excellent thermo-optic properties at cryogenic temperatures, and a still broad bandwidth (~1.5 nm) supporting picosecond pulse amplification. In previous work [12], we have developed a picosecond hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser system seeded by a fiber chirped-pulse amplification (CPA) chain for the generation of high-average-power <10-ps pulses at 1029 nm with a repetition rate of 78 MHz. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of the laser system. The fiber CPA chain based on chirped volume Bragg gratings (CVBGs) provides 6 W of power to a double-pass Yb:YAG amplifier, cooled by liquid nitrogen and pumped by in total 700 W of power from two fiber-coupled laser diodes at 940 nm. The femtosecond pulses from the Yb-doped fiber oscillator are spectrally filtered over ~2 nm bandwidth and stretched to >300 ps at the CVBG stretcher to avoid spectral broadening in the fiber amplifier. The pulses are compressed to <10 ps after the fiber amplifier and sent to the double-pass cryogenic Yb:YAG amplifier. The use of a femtosecond fiber oscillator enables a self-synchronized pump source for OPCPA experiments [13,14]. The maximum average power from this laser of 287 W was obtained with a pulse duration of 5.5 ps over a spectral bandwidth of 0.3 nm. It should be noted that the spatial chirp induced by the CVBGs limited the beam quality of this laser ($M^2$~2.75 and 1.15 for x- and y-axes, respectively).

In recent experiments, we used different CVBGs to reduce the spatial chirp and improve the focusing quality. Even though the efficiency of the stretcher and compressor was enhanced from 55% to 66% (7 W of power), the spatial chirp and focusing quality of the laser pulses for the experiments discussed here are similar to those in Ref [12], and the pulse duration lengthened to 8.0 ps. The maximum output power was limited to 240 W in the SHG experiment because of a power drop in one pump diode module. Additionally, we observed astigmatism at the maximum power of the fiber CPA chain, induced by the thermal lensing in the new compressor CVBG due to a large asymmetric ratio (6:1) in the horizontal and vertical dimensions where the CVBG height is comparable to the beam size (2 mm). The astigmatism could be removed by cooling the CVBG or by compensation with a lens, which was not attempted here. Nevertheless, overall performance of this laser source is still good enough for the generation of high-average-power green picosecond pulses with a good beam quality via SHG.

3. SHG using noncritically phase-matched LBO crystal

The use of LBO for SHG with high average and peak powers has the following advantages: high damage threshold (18.9 GW/cm$^2$ for 1.3 ns, 1.05-µm pulses [15]), relatively high $d_{eff}$
(0.85 pm/V), no spatial walk-off and large acceptance angle for the case of type-I noncritical phase matching condition ($\theta=90^\circ$ and $\phi=0^\circ$) at 1 µm wavelength. The calculation using the software SNLO [16] shows that for 1029 nm wavelength and 195.5°C crystal temperature, the acceptance angle is as large as 340 mrad*cm while it is only 7.8 mrad*cm for type-I critical phase matching at room temperature ($\theta=90^\circ$, $\phi=13.6^\circ$). In the experiment, we utilized a 15-mm-long noncritically phase matched LBO mounted in a temperature-controlled oven (EKSPLA, Inc.). Figures 2(a) and (b) show the relative SHG conversion efficiency of the 15-mm-long LBO crystal as a function of wavelength and temperature, respectively. The spectral phase matching bandwidth shown in Fig. 2(a) is 2.0 nm in full width at half-maximum (FWHM) and 0.8 nm in full width at 90% of peak, which is broad enough to support the spectral bandwidth (~0.3 nm) of the amplified pulses from the laser source. The temperature-dependent phase matching curve, calculated from the temperature dependent Sellmeier equation [17], is centered at 195.5°C and has a bandwidth of 2.8 °C in FWHM and 1.1 °C in full width at 90% of peak, as shown in Fig. 2(b). We experimentally measured the temperature tuning curve of the SHG efficiency for our LBO crystal at low powers (<3.6 W of SH power), as represented by red squares in Fig. 2(c). The temperature bandwidth was measured as ~2.6 °C in FWHM and ~1.0 °C in full width at 90% of peak, which are very close to the calculation, even though the phase matching was maximum at around 189.1 °C rather than at 195.5 °C. The peak temperature was also slightly changed within ~0.5 °C range depending on the input beam alignment. The solid curve in Fig. 2(c) shifted by ~6.4 °C along the x-axis agrees well with Fig. 2(b). Assuming the calculation is accurate, this discrepancy can be explained by a simple calibration error arising from the difference between the internal temperature of the LBO crystal and the temperature of the crystal mount where the temperature is monitored. Therefore, the actual temperature inside the crystal at perfect phase matching is believed to be close to the theoretical value, 195.5 °C.

Our three-dimensional simulations, based on the parameters of the IR beam, indicate that a theoretical maximum SHG efficiency of >85% can be reached at a peak power of ~3 GW/cm$^2$ for the maximum IR power with the 15-mm-long LBO crystal, assuming a Gaussian beam profile, perfect phase matching and negligible GVM. The actual GVM is as low as 50 fs/mm and the temporal walk-off of 0.75 ps for 15 mm is only ~10% of the IR pulse duration (8 ps). Therefore, the GVM will only slightly decrease the SHG conversion efficiency in the experiment. When we consider the effect of frequency chirp due to the imperfect compression, where the time-bandwidth product is ~0.68 (about twice the diffraction-limited value), the conversion efficiency drops by additional ~5% at an optimal beam waist. A non-ideal beam profile at each position along the propagation direction and a temperature gradient [18,19] produced by the high-average-power beam inside the LBO crystal are expected to further reduce the conversion efficiency in the experiment, as discussed in next section. In view of our calculations, 80% of conversion efficiency shown in Ref [9], is very close to an experimental limit in the picosecond SHG demonstrated with a nearly ideal beam profile.
4. Experiment and discussions

4.1 Experimental setup and SHG efficiency

Figure 3 shows the SHG setup following the picosecond hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser. We focused the 8-ps 1029-nm pulses into the 15-mm-long LBO crystal using an $f=100$ mm lens to achieve a peak intensity of 2.9 GW/cm$^2$ for the case of 240 W (IR) average power. The beam waist at focus was 65 µm averaged in horizontal and vertical directions. The output power of the green light was measured by a water-cooled power meter after two dichroic mirrors that completely remove the IR component. Longer-focal-length lenses ($f=200$ mm and 150 mm) were tested first to check any optical damage in the LBO crystal before increasing the intensity up to 2.9 GW/cm$^2$ using the $f=100$ mm lens. No damage occurred up to this maximum intensity. While monitoring the SH power, we carefully optimized the crystal position along the beam focusing direction and the oven temperature. It was found that the SHG efficiency was higher when the LBO center was placed slightly after the focus rather than at the focus.

The output power of green pulses and the conversion efficiency versus the IR input power are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The LBO oven temperature was adjusted to maximize the SH power at each IR power level to compensate for the internal heating of LBO crystal by the high-power IR pump beam and the frequency-doubled green beam. The oven temperature needed to be adjusted by down to $-1.3 \, ^\circ C$ as the IR power increased from 6 W to 240 W. The conversion efficiency of 55% ($+/−1\%$) was almost constant in the range from 100 to 240 W of IR power due to the pump depletion and the back conversion in this power range, which will be discussed further in next subsection. The variation between 54% and 56% is within the range for power measurement uncertainty coupled with the slow response time of the LBO temperature controller. We obtained a maximum green output power as high as 130 W with 240 W of the IR input power. The conversion efficiency continuously increased from 33% to 54% at the maximum IR power as the focal length of L1 decreases from 200 mm to 100 mm. Therefore, further enhancement of SHG efficiency appears to be possible by decreasing the focal length. However, this was difficult to implement because of the small...
aperture of the LBO crystal (3x3 mm\(^2\)) located in the 50-mm-long crystal oven, which limits
the numerical aperture.

Fig. 3. Experimental setup of SHG from high-average-power picosecond cryogenic hybrid
Yb:YAG laser. L1-L2, lenses; DM, dichroic mirror for high-reflectivity at green beam; W,
 wedge; T1-T2, translators.

Fig. 4. High-average-power SHG using a 15-mm-long type I LBO crystal. The average power
(a) and the conversion efficiency (b) vs. IR power at 1029 nm.

4.2 Temperature gradient analysis in LBO crystal
The necessity for reducing the temperature of the LBO crystal with increasing IR power is an
indication of the self-heating of the LBO crystal due to the absorption of IR and SH beams.
Seidel et al. [19] showed by simulation and experiment using a 200 W nanosecond IR beam
that the thermal effects reduced the SH efficiency from ~70\% to ~50\% in a KTiOPO\(_4\) (KTP)
crystal. Following the approach in Ref [19], we can describe the radial temperature
distribution, \(T(r,z)\), along the beam propagation direction as

\[
T(r,z) - T(r_0) = \begin{cases} \frac{(P - P_{2\omega}(z))\eta_\omega + 2P_{2\omega}(z)\eta_{2\omega}}{4\pi\kappa} & \left(1 - \frac{r^2}{w^2} - 2\ln\left(\frac{w}{r_0}\right)\right), \quad r < w \\ \frac{(P - P_{2\omega}(z))\eta_\omega + 2P_{2\omega}(z)\eta_{2\omega}}{2\pi\kappa} & \ln\left(\frac{r}{r_0}\right), \quad r \geq w \end{cases}
\]

where \(r_0\) is the radius of the crystal, and \(P\) and \(P_{2\omega}(z)\) are input IR power and generated SH
power, respectively. \(\eta_\omega\) and \(\eta_{2\omega}\) are the absorption coefficients of LBO at IR and green
wavelengths with values $\sim 1 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$ and $\sim 5 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$, respectively [6,19]. $\kappa$ is the heat conductivity with a value of 0.035 W/cm/K. To simplify the analysis, we assumed a beam waist ($w$) of 65 $\mu$m over the beam propagation and that the heat density is generated by the flat-top IR beam with 2$w$ width and the flat-top green beam with $\sqrt{2} w$ width. The temperature at the input and output surfaces and the temperature difference were calculated from Eq. (1) using the experimentally obtained values without detailed simulations solving coupled wave equations.

First, we estimated the longitudinal temperature gradient along the beam center ($r=0$). Figure 5 shows the longitudinal temperature difference versus IR power. Since the absorption coefficient of the SH beam is much larger than that of the IR beam, the longitudinal temperature gradient is positive. The experimentally measured temperature detuning to maximize the SH efficiency is represented as solid black line with squares, which increases up to 1.3$^\circ$C and remains constant for more than 200 W of IR input power. The dotted black line and dashed blue line correspond to the calculated temperature at input and output surfaces ($T_i$ and $T_o$), respectively, relative to that at the crystal mount. In case of the maximum IR power ($P=240$ W), the temperature increases to 0.4 $^\circ$C at the input surface ($P_{2w}=0$ W) while it reaches up to 2.3 $^\circ$C at the output surface ($P_{2w}=130$ W). The resultant longitudinal temperature difference is as high as 1.9 $^\circ$C, which is larger than the temperature bandwidth at 90% of peak (1.0 $^\circ$C). Therefore, the degradation in conversion efficiency is unavoidable even though the temperature adjustment of the crystal mount ($r=r_0$) can minimize the phase mismatch induced by this gradient. The temperature difference, $T_o−T_i$ (solid red line), becomes comparable to the phase matching bandwidth of 1.0 $^\circ$C in the range from 100 W to 150 W, as represented by the left ellipse in Fig. 5. As a result, the back conversion due to the phase mismatch can degrade the SHG efficiency at this IR power range. This agrees well with the measurement in Fig. 4(b), where the conversion efficiency starts stagnating at >100 W of IR power. On the other hand, the right ellipse in Fig. 5 indicates that the temperature control range of the LBO crystal oven is limited to <1.3 $^\circ$C at >200 W of IR power. The solid orange line (temperature control limit) represents the temperature at the input surface with an offset of the phase matching bandwidth ($T_i+1.0$ $^\circ$C). The detuning of LBO crystal temperature compensates for the temperature increase inside the LBO and helps the phase matched SHG by maintaining the phase matching temperature (195.5 $^\circ$C) in the range between $T_i$ and $T_o$. However, in case that the crystal temperature detuning is too large, so as to make $T_i$ be lower than ~194.5 $^\circ$C (195.5 $^\circ$C less ~1 $^\circ$C), $T_i$ is out of the phase matching bandwidth and the SHG process is not properly initiated at the input surface. If the SH efficiency is low at the input surface, the longitudinal temperature increase is not large enough to reach the phase matching temperature inside the LBO crystal due to the lack of SH power that is the main source of temperature gradient. Thus, for an optimal SHG the temperature detuning of the LBO crystal cannot exceed $T_i+1.0$ $^\circ$C.

Second, we also estimated the radial temperature gradient at the output surface where the radial gradient is the highest. The radial temperature distribution for $\kappa<\kappa_{w}$ is quadratic with negative sign, as seen in Eq. (1), and the temperature difference at $r=0$ and at $r=w$ is calculated as −0.32 $^\circ$C in the case of the maximum IR power. This value is as high as 30% of the phase matching bandwidth, but almost negligible, compared to the longitudinal temperature difference. However, it should be noted that the radial temperature gradient will slightly affect the SH beam quality because a little lower longitudinal gradient at $r=w$ than at $r=0$ can either enhance or degrade the SH efficiency at $r=w$ when the LBO temperature is optimized for the highest SH efficiency of the entire beam.

In addition, we experimentally found that the temperature bandwidth at >200 W of IR power becomes <0.5 $^\circ$C or the temperature sensitivity becomes >2 times higher than that in the case of a low power SHG. This observation supports the presence of a non-negligible phase mismatch mainly due to the longitudinal temperature gradient. Therefore, we believe that the longitudinal temperature gradient is one of the dominant factors limiting the SH efficiency.
4.3 Temporal and spatial characteristics of SH beam

The pulse duration of the green light, which was not directly measured, was estimated to be 6.4 ps using the IR pulse duration and the almost negligible GVM value, i.e., the sum of the frequency-doubled pulse duration and GVM (8/1.414 ps + 0.75 ps). The spectral bandwidth of the green light was measured as 0.2 nm at 514.5 nm which supports a transform-limited pulse duration of 1.9 ps. The estimated maximum peak power of the generated green light is 0.26 MW.

The spatial beam quality was characterized by measuring the $M^2$ value. The $M^2$ values in horizontal and vertical directions at 77 W of SH power were 3.6 and 1.8, respectively. The larger value for the horizontal axis still stems from the spatial chirp induced by the CVBG compressor. These values were worse than those of the IR beam (2.75 and 1.15 as mentioned above), but the mean value of 2.7 still indicates a good focusing quality of the SH beam sufficient for many applications. Spatial beam profiles at the focus and in the far field are shown in Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively. The elliptically focused shapes in Fig. 6(a) are attributed to the spatial chirp and the astigmatism of the IR beam both stemming from the CVBG compressor. A circularly focused spot was obtained at the effective focal position in the middle of two foci along the x- and y-axes, respectively. The far-field pattern of the SH beam, shown in Fig. 6(b), is also slightly worse than that of the IR beam, which seems to come from the combination of the non-ideal IR beam profile and thermally induced wave-front distortions in LBO. We observed that the two peaks along the vertical direction in the far-field pattern of Fig. 6(b) get stronger as the SH power increases, showing the beam quality degradation due to the thermal effect. Even though the $M^2$ value was measured only at 77 W of SH power, the focused beam profile did not significantly change at higher SH powers, so the $M^2$ values at >77 W are not expected to be much larger than 2.7.

On the other hand, the beam quality of both the SH beam and IR beam can be significantly improved by using a spatial-chirp-free CVBG compressor [20] or by substitution of the CVBG compressor by a diffraction-grating compressor and using an astigmatism-compensating lens if necessary. As an effort to improve the spatial beam quality, we employed a chirped fiber Bragg grating (CFBG) as a stretcher and a diffraction grating pair as a compressor, instead of CVBGS in the fiber CPA source in Fig. 1. The CFBG has a chirp rate of ~450 ps/nm over 1.5 nm bandwidth for positive dispersion. Two 1800 line/mm gold-coated gratings were set up with a separation of ~2 m and a beam incidence angle to the first grating...
of 65°. This stretcher/compressor modification enabled the generation of ~6-W, 3.1-ps pulse train with a Gaussian beam profile without spatial chirp and astigmatism for seeding the cryogenic Yb:YAG amplifier. Therefore, it is straightforward to amplify the pulses to >240 W with a pulse duration of <4 ps and a near-diffraction-limited beam quality using the Yb:YAG amplifier. This improvement in terms of beam profile and pulse duration is expected to not only enhance the spatial quality of SH-beam but also increase the SH conversion efficiency.

![Spatial beam profiles of high-power green beam at the focus (a) and in the far field (b).](image)

**Fig. 6.** Spatial beam profiles of high-power green beam at the focus (a) and in the far field (b).

### 5. Conclusion

The generation of 130-W average-power, 6.4-ps green pulses at 78 MHz was demonstrated with 54% of SHG conversion efficiency. The high efficiency was obtained using a noncritically phase matched 15-mm-long type-I LBO crystal pumped by 240-W IR pulses from a hybrid cryogenic Yb:YAG laser system. Based on a simple thermal analysis, the main limiting factor of the conversion efficiency was found to be the longitudinal temperature gradient inside the LBO crystal comparable to or exceeding the phase matching bandwidth. We observed good focusing quality of the SH beam and showed that it was possible to improved it further. To our knowledge, this is the highest-average-power picosecond green laser. The demonstrated green laser is a promising source not only for precise micro-machining but also for pumping of broadband OPCPA systems at 800 nm and 1 µm wavelengths.
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